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I. Introduction 
 
  Welcome to the owners manual for the SDS Sampler/Looper (Samp for short)! 
This addition to the S.I.A.B. project will add live sampling, cueing, and re-sampled FX 
to the mix. The S.I.A.B. already has a sample player, but it can't do what this can. 
 
  Mainly for vocals and guitar looping, the Samp will take a performance to a new 
level. Imagine singing a line, then having it play back right away, but as slices of the 
recording, warbled, or pitch shifted. Or just a long tempo-synced echo loop with 
crystal clarity and controlled degradation using cut/BPF filter settings. 
 
  As a pure Looper, a single guitarist can sound like a whole group of players, all with 
control from a single footswitch as an ad-lib, or from a MIDI sequence "footswitch" in 
a practiced song. Using a MIDI sequence to control the sampler live is where the Samp 
will really shine. 
 
 A) Features 
 
  Because it's hard to create "just" a sampler, many features have been added to 
make this a really fun toy, for the stage or just goofing around: 
1) An on-the-fly reverser that can be configured through a pedal to do DJ-type  
    breaks in a sample. 
2) A speed/pitch shifter to add nuances, or twists, to a sample. This can be done with 
   a tight delay from the live signal to create trailing FX etc.  
3) A granulizer that enables "dialing" through a sample forward or back, without  
   changing the pitch or it. 
4) A stutter control that skips/doubles samples very quickly on a complex pattern. This 
   seemingly cause pauses in a sample where there aren't any. This means keeps time! 
5) A Synced Long Echo Looper. It's smooth and can be used with the LFO, amazing! 
   Can also be used very tightly and with stutter can produce great vocal FX. 
6) An LFO with variable gain, speed, sync, and wave shape. 8 types of waves, 2 unique 
   to this application, allow for subtle or intense on-the-fly modification of samples.  
7) 3 types of slicers; tempo-based, peak-based, and length division based, can be  
   controlled and played from a keyboard or MIDI sequencer. This ability allows for 
   fast DJ FX, live capture and mangle, and more! 
8) A Note Sampler (using black keys for record and adjacent whites for playback) can 
   be used like the slicer, but with more control. Can be thought of as 8 tiny tape 
   recorders on a keyboard. Can be used with pitch-shift on record or play! 
9) A Cut/Rez Band pass filter on the feedback to fade delay samples professionally. 
10) A Sample chopper (ultra-fast volume control really!) to soup them up a bit, or  
    pulse with the tempo what-have-you! 
11) 40 Program Presets of all controls/Mode allows quick loading for performance.(CC) 
12) Omni-Usage of all of the above means that most of these features can be used  
   together!  
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 B) Specifications 
 
Input/Output Audio  Monophonic, 2V P-P, 30 Hz to 15 kHz 
Sample Rate Nominal  45,454 samples/second 
Sample Rate Range  22,727 to  90,908 samples / second (record or play) 
    22,727 to appx 48,000 samples/second (echo mode) 
Max. Recording Time  @45.4KS/S: 184 seconds 
    @22.7KS/S: 369 seconds ( 6 min: 9secs) 
Voltages:   +5V, +12V, -12V, -3V, GND 
Current draw   Appx. 200 mA 
Current draw Standby  Same. (no low power RAM standby at this time) 
Indicators   Optional RGB LED for pedal indication. 
Interfaces   FTDI interface (TTL RS-232) for Pro-Mini 
    MIDI Input (TTL LEVEL NOT MIDI!) 
       
 C) Uses (preview) 
 
 As listed in (A) there are many features, but how to use them well can be a issue.  
Section II. will go more in depth into controls and modes, but a general list of ideas can be 
found here! They are broken up into performance scenarios: 
Jamming Alone 
 This is the best way to discover the sampler! Put the controls on a MIDI controller and go 
to town! Put aside some Presets for "me" time. 
 
Jamming With Others 
  Doing a break with trailing vibes is the obvious use in this scenario,  but if others 
participate, and there's a Tap tempo, lots of fun can be had! As above, the footswitch and a 
pedal are essential. The simplest pedal is a straight level with echo mode, but to be more 
adventurous,  feedback, granulizing, LFO gain or even pitch could be tried.  
 
Stage Free-Style 
  I think the best think that could be done on stage is either a vocal-long-echo overlay, or a 
guitar layered loop. (Free Looper) These can be great if practiced (with the Samp) a bit 
with these styles/modes.  They can both be used with the footswitch to set the initial 
length of the loop, so a tempo is needed at all! 
 
Stage Song (Practiced) 
  Sequencing a song is by far the easiest method of controlling the samp, as nothing needs 
to be done, but timing is very important, especially for "grab & twist" samples.  As a result, 
it still needs some practice. 
 
Fineries/Showing Off 
  Of course there's the really fun stuff, twisting synths, pianos, drums, vocals, in a really 
cool entourage of sample madness! Sample holding is cool, and is only a CC away. 
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II. Main Functions 
  There are only 16 control knobs to contend with, but understanding each may prevent some 
frustration when setting up a Preset, or just a jam. There are also defined Note areas that 
can change with the Mode Setting. Each mode is selectable on-the-fly, but care should be 
taken with the output level, and even the order of adjustments for the new mode. 
 
 This is the main guide to each control, it's function, and how it changes the functions/ 
parameters of other controls. All in all, it's not very complicated, but read this often to gain 
a good working knowledge of the system. 
 
 A) Controls 
  There are two types of controls (+ a footswitch style note) to tweak: 
 
  1)  MIDI CC Controls 
   The CC controls are on MIDI input Channel  7. This table lists them and their functions. 
 
CC# Name Function(s) 
80 Mode:  Selects Mode (0-15) every 8 , 0-127 (See Sect. B.) 

81 Preset Select Loads All settings from EEPROM. Selects for saves. 

82 Peak Level Peak Slicer level.0-127 becomes 20-528. The level must fall below 20 
less to reset. Also for audio detection and feedback leveling.  

83 Slice Back Time Amount of time subtracted (in ms) to correct VOX response time. 127-0. 
Also used to control sample cut in time (depends on song!) 

84 Tempo Sync/Divider Tempo/Divider/Sync for Echo's, FX, (1/16 to 16 bars) and Divider for 
Slices ( /2 ,/3 ,/4 ,/6 ,/8 ,/12 ,/16 ,/24 ,/32 ,/48 ./64 (max)) 

85 Grain Size Adjusts grain size. Must be used with granulizer note. 

86 Grain Position Moves through sample (or Slice) ..relatively 

87 Sample Rate Sets sample rate +/- 1 octave. 64 is centered, normal. Limited + side 
during echo. Must be moved to become active. 

88 LFO Gain Sets Gain of Play LFO. 0=off 

89 LFO Parameter Sets PWM width 0-100%,, ramp "flat limit" point 

90 LFO Waveform Sets Sine, Triangle, Ramp up above, Ramp down below, PWM's, random 

91 Bass  Set Bass EQ +/-15dB. May be defeated/changed by some modes 

92 Mid Set Midrange EQ .+/-15dB. May be defeated/changed by some modes 

93 Treble Set EQ treble +/-15dB. May be defeated/changed by some modes 

94 Main Out Left This controls Main Output Left -79db (0) to 0dB (64) to +15db (127) 

95 Main Out Right (mono) This controls Master Mono Out (Right) -79db (0) to 0dB (64) to +15db 

96 FeedBack Set amount of feedback for Loop back. May be defeated by some modes 

97 Bass F-Q combos Sets Bass  edge frequency & Q    (See EQ Controls sect. C.) 

98 Midr F-Q combos Set Midrange center Frequency & Q. (See EQ Controls sect. C.) 

99 Treble Freqs Sets Treble  edge frequency    (See EQ Controls sect. C.) 

102 Combine L&R Sends DAC (sampler out) to both Channels. On =  >63 

103 LFO Free If>0, switches LFO freq. control to this 

104 Stutter Adjust Sets Binary Overlay for Stutter. 0= off. 

105 Non-EQ Main R Output to main R bypassing EQ (useful if feedback has EQ) 

A more detailed description of how each control acts/interacts is in section II. B. & C. 
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  2) MIDI Note Controls 
 
 The Note controls enable/disable various functions in each mode.  
Notes 72-113 (C6-Ab8) are velocity sensitive, but FX notes (all black in any mode) are not. 
 
Function Note(s) on Ch.7 Description 
Slices Notes: 72-113 Max 32 slices. If note played > max rec slices, then play last. 
Pitch Shift Notes 36-48-60 Overrides present CC pitch setting (2 octaves- 25 notes) 
Stutter Note 68 (Bb5) Stutter Activate,  can be used anywhere! 
Reverser 61 (C#5) Reverse Play: Only used during playback, but during slice etc 
Granulizer 63 (Eb5) (Ab) Record for slicing (if in slice mode, hold) or act as foot switch 
RECORD / FootSw 66 (F#) Footswitch Note. Route footswitch here 
Alt. Footswitch CC#4 & CC#64 Foot pedal/switch CC's do same as Note 66. 
SAVE 120 (C10) Save all to present preset 
 
    

.   3) EQ Controls 
 
  The EQ is what sets this sampler apart from others, but if being used in any mode that 
utilizes the feedback control, adjustments must be made carefully. 
Echo, for example, uses the feedback to create the echo by recording and playing at the 
same time. With EQ controls set "Flat", and the Feedback at 0 dB (64) there will be 10 to 
12 echo's.  If the Feedback is up over +2dB (67) the echo can be perpetual, lasting for 
hours if on a bar size tempo. 
  Conversely, if any of the EQ controls are above +2 dB, the same will happen but only in 
that band. A good way to set the EQ controls for Echo, or Layered Loops, is to set a fairly 
short echo, start it, the carefully adjust the EQ settings. Notice the accumulative effect. 
 
  For sample playback (Note Rec/Play, Slicers, Foot Hold) the EQ can be set where ever it 
will sound good. The feed through will reflect the sound of the sample as it only passes 
through the EQ once. 
 
Band: Level Center Frequency Q Factor 
Bass CC#91 

+/- 15 dB 
64=0dB 

CC#97 
00=60Hz 
32=80Hz 
64=100Hz 
96=200Hz 

CC#97 +  
00=1.00 
08=1.25 
16=1.50 
24=2.0 

Midrange CC#92 
+/- 15 dB 
64=0dB 

CC#98 
00=500Hz 
32=1000Hz 
64=1500Hz 
96=2500Hz 

CC#98 +  
00=0.75 
08=1.00 
16=1.25 
24=1.25 (not impl) 

Treble CC#93 
+/- 15 dB 
64=0dB 

CC#99 
00=60Hz 
32=80Hz 
64=100Hz 
96=200Hz 

n/a 
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.   4) Level Controls 
  The Level controls are an important part of the sampler. Referring to the schematic below, 
the DAC control (CC#95) is to set Main Out R, while the ORIG. (CC#94)  is to set Main Out 
L level. This means that, on it's own, the SDS Sampler is stereo, even though one side is the 
original input signal and the other is just the Looper's output. 
 
  Because the Output's phase is reversed, the original (R) can be used to cancel itself out in 
the controlling mixer (S.I.A.B.) switching that channel's control to the Sampler Module. 

 
fig.22.A. 

  The other 2 controls are "FeedBack" (CC#96) and  "No-EQ" (CC#105). FeedBack is shown 
as RR on the TDA7718 and controls how much signal is fed back to be mixed with incoming 
signal. Being well balanced, a 0 dB setting on this control will yield 10-12 echo's. At +2 dB 
it's almost perpetual. (With EQ flat of course!)  
 
  No-EQ (shown as SWL & SWR) are the DAC's raw signal output ( No EQ) which can be 
used to feed a mix of the original signal & DAC, or, if "L&R" (C#102) selected, non-EQ'ed 
and/or EQ'ed DAC signal is fed to Main Out L.   
 *Note: "Non-EQ'ed" is NOT soft-muted, so samples playing may click in between. 
 
  If using L&R, the result on a stereo output will be even mono to both channels (as long as 
Orig. & DAC are set the same) The original signal won't actually be present, which may be 
preferable in the S.I.A.B. if being routed to AUX, or around to FX etc.  
 
  Tips: 
If using an Echo or Layer, make sure the feedback level is lowered some to start. 
If using a Layer, use Echo Free to set up the feedback dynamics first.  
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 B) Modes 
 
  These are the "legendary" modes of the SDS Sampler/Looper. 
Each mode, when changed to, resets the present operation and requires a 260 mS delay. 
This means no commands can be sent or they may be evaluated wrong, not recognized, or 
cause a system crash! 
 
  1)  Note Sampler (Note Rec/Play) 
  The Note Sampler is basically like the old "Emulator" in that keys can be programmed with 
a sound, which can then be played with other keys. 

 
fig 22.B 

  Fig 22.B above shows which keys are the recorders and which are the players. Only 1 key 
can be used at a time but if a white key is pressed while another is held, the sample on the 
"new" key will override the "old".  The reason the White keys are set to the left of their 
recorder key is to make the slicer map match this, which presumably will make it easier to 
remember!  The "blank" keys between (E,B,E) duplicate the key to the right of it. (added!) 
 
 The velocity control is  the same as usual if the velocity is below 50% (64), but above that 
and the velocity is full. This allows a lighter touch when hand playing samples, but still lets a 
MIDI sequence have full velocity control. The lower velocity steps in 2's as a result, and 
tends to favour the high side. ( To lower level to 1/2 in sequencer, must be < 1/4 velocity. ) 
 
  The pitch shift Notes (see section II. C. 1.) can be used simultaneously with these notes 
making it a formidable performance tool! Furthermore, the black keys can record pitch-
shifted thus doubling the range. The LFO can be used but will be disabled during record. 
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  2)  Layer-Loop Tempo 
 
  The Layer-Loop Tempo is one of the main features of the Sampler.  This Mode allows 
controlled looping in layers. That is a tempo-synced loop can be initiated from a foot switch, 
or via MIDI, then "record paused" to continue looping until the next part is added. 
At that point, another tap anywhere in the loop will commence a new recording at the loop 
point set by the 2nd tap on the footswitch. Here is a table to better explain: 
 
Footswitch Record Action Play Action 
First Tap Start Recording at next Bar. N/A 
2nd Tap Stop Recording at next Bar. Start Playing at next Bar. 
 N/A Loop play @ Rec. Stop Bar if no Tap 
3rd Tap Start Recording new Layer 2 @ Rec Stop Bar Continue Playing / Looping Layer 1 
4th Tap Stop Recording @ next Rec Stop Bar Continue Playing / Looping Layer 2 
5th Tap Start Recording new Layer 3 @ Rec Stop Bar Continue Playing / Looping Layer 2 
6th Tap Stop Recording @ next Rec Stop Bar Continue Playing / Looping Layer 3 
Hold Over Bar N/A Stop on first beat of new bar 
 
  Because the loop length is dynamic, care must be taken on when to stop recording the first 
the loop as this will set the minimum size of the loops to follow. If a larger loop is desired  
after the first Layer, the "next" record action will occur in intervals of the first loop. 
 
  For example: If the first loop is 4 bars in duration, the next duration would be 8, the next 
12 etc. Keep in mind that long loops will reduce the number of layers because of the limited 
memory available. If, at 120 BPM (2 seconds/bar) a blues progression took 12 bars, that's 
24 seconds per layer. Doing the math leaves 7 layers. If the second is doubled to 24 bars, 
that'd leave only 2 more layers!  (Once the memory is full, the Layers can't be "Backed Up". 
 
  I'll mention the two other footswitch functions, and a description of how to use them. 
Stop All: 
 In the table there's a  Stop function. Holding the footswitch for more than 1/2 second will 
cause the Looping to stop on the first beat of the Bar that follows. The point at which the 
footswitch has been held for more than 1/2 second must also cross a Bar, any Bar, before 
the footswitch is released. If not, then it will be misconstrued as a "Back Layer", below. 
Back Layer: 
 As above, the footswitch must be held for more than 1/2 second for the Loop to regress 
back a Layer. the footswitch cannot be held over a bar AND have been held for > 1/2 sec. 
A good trick is to practice by pressing the footswitch ON a beat in the loop. This way it's 
unlikely that it will cross a bar unless purposely held really long. 
 
  Back Layer is very useful for "removing" the last recorded layer (especially if one has 
goofed up! )  reducing the complexity, or doing a new "rendition" of that layer. 
-Only one  Back Layer can occur in a loop time. 
-If a  Back Layer has been started accidentally, it can be cancelled with a tap to Record. 
-The first (lowest) layer is the limit (of course!) 
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  3)  Layer-Loop Free 
   
  Sometimes, just a vocal or guitar loop is needed without a tempo, or more importantly as a 
part of a band, where tapping is king!  A tempo signal doesn't need to be, or have been, 
present. This means no preparation and the only job at hand being tap accuracy. 
 
  Starting the first loop is crucial as the rest of the loops will begin on that same point. 
Once the recording has began, the last crucial timing is the downbeat, or the point at which 
the loop begins again. In an acoustic environment, this can be out +/- .25 seconds, but not 
much more. That is why using the beat is best, and keep the loop size to a minimum 4 bars if 
possible as it'll stay accurate longer, and screw-ups will be less noticeable! 
 
  The rest of the instructions follow the Layer-Loop Tempo guide, with these exceptions: 
1) Back-Layering should be avoided in this mode unless well practiced. If too close to the 
    loop point, it can be seen as a next Layer Record request. 
2) Stop All action only occurs at the loop point.  This is because there are no bars right?  
 
  It's pretty easy to get the hang of this mode, but it can be confusing going back to the 
Layer-Loop Tempo, being that it requires the first two taps before  the beat. 
 It's also a good idea to practice with music playing if planning to loop with a band. It won't 
stay in sync for long, but it's good to get a feel for the switch. 
 
  4)  Tempo Slicer 
 

 
fig.24.A 

 
Introduction for all Slicers 
  The Slicers allow a recorded sample to be divided in 3 different ways, then assigned to 
notes in sequence (Notes 72-113, see above fig.24.A) to be played in a new way! The slices 
don't loop individually but follow through as the original recording. This is more intuitive as 
the original recording may contain a sound immediately after that wouldn't sound good by 
itself. 
 
Recording to Slice 
  To record, simply press the Record or Footswitch to begin, then again to end. If there is a 
tempo active, (MIDI or internal blue light flashing) the record will "wait" for the next bar. 
This is 99% the way it will be used, so it's automatic. 
 
  The Played Notes of the sliced sample are velocity sensitive only if the velocity is below 
half (64) at which point the level of sound falls toward zero. It can never be 0 though or will 
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be interpreted as a note off. Playing slices by hand usually yields velocities of over 64 so 
this isn't an issue, but in a sequencer, there is some control over sample levels. 
 
  Even though the first type of slicer (User Mode 4)  is called "Tempo Slicer", all of the 
slicers are influenced by tempo if present. The record start alignment will at the beginning 
of a bar during MIDI play, or after a MIDI play. If the Mode was entered with no MIDI 
tempo, then the record will begin immediately upon pressing the Foot Switch. 
 
  This slicer (Tempo) won't, of course, work at all (beyond one slice) because it slices using 
the MIDI sync point set with Sync. CC#84 ( 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 etc) timing.  
  So, in short, Press footswitch to record, then a second time stop. As the sound was being 
recorded, slices were created on each sync time passing. Slower sync settings will create 
larger slices and also allow for longer record times. Shorter sync times will fill the number 
of slices quickly (32 slices max). It all depends on the application 
 
  Remember that slices can be played in reverse (using reverse note #61, C#5), stuttered, 
granulized, or pitch shifted using LFO or Pitch Notes/ Pitch control. With the accuracy of 
MIDI sequencing this can yield some pretty amazing results, from a live recording. 
 
  5)  Peak Slicer 
 
  The Peak slicer is the trickiest of the three slicers.  Record procedure is the  same as all 
slicers, but slices are created  from audio levels rising above the level of Peak (CC#82)  
This Mode can be great for acquiring slices of drums or other percussive sounds, but can 
work well with voice, and even guitar if the notes are "plucky".  
Peak: 
  Normally the Peak control will be below the halfway mark, but too low a setting won't allow 
for the drops  in level to fall below the setting ( minus 4% ), so a special algorithm that 
detects a substantial rise in level can catch those. For example: 
  A crash cymbal happens, then shortly after a tap on the hat, while the cymbal is still far 
above the Peak level. This will be recognized and  will create a slice. It works quite well! 
The second Peak Slicer control is: 
Back Time: 
  The Back Time control sets the point before it was recognized by the peak sensor and 
creates the slice at that point instead of the recognition point. The slower the delay was 
recognizing the audio, the further back (to the left) the control must be. The timings are in 
milliseconds, back to about 200 mS or so. This control will mostly be 2/3 to 3/4 up. (50 mS)  
 
  This sounds simple enough, be there are a few things to consider before making the 
settings. As mentioned above, the best sounds are percussive, and with these the level can 
be set pretty low if there's not a lot of reverb. If only the "main" beats are wanted at each 
slice, a higher Peak level can be used.   
 
  The recovery time is about 100 mS, so fast snares and rolls won't create 32 slices in 1 
second! This is a good feature, but can cause issues with fast sequences and may require 
that a different slicer be used. 
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  6)  Divide Slicer 
 
  The Divide Slicer does what it's called, Divides the Recording into slices. The number of 
slices can be selected using the Sync setting's alternate values (32,24,16,8,6,4,3,2,1) 
This must be set before the record is commenced, even though the slicing happens after 
the Record stop tap. 
 
  This Slicer is very useful for sampling (by hand) other music. If, for example, the Sync is 
set to /8, then record 8 "beats" of the music. Each sample will be a new beat and can 
therefore be sped up and slowed down if played in sequence. If the pitch needs to go up, a 
faster tempo will be needed, but going down won't run off to the next beat. 
  To do this, simply count 1(start rec), 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9(stop rec) 
 
  The Divide Slicer can be used independent of the present tempo which makes it useful for 
sequenced tight shift slices and other such fun!  
 
  7)  Echo Looper 
 
Introduction to Echo  
 The Echo Looper is the most "hands-off" Mode. Apart from requiring a start from the foot 
switch (Record), and extremely long period, it resembles a standard echo. 
This echo requires a tempo to be present as echoing this long would be useless otherwise. 
You'd never know when the wrap around will be. 
 

  The echo directly links to the tempo using the 
Sync control. 1/8 will echo twice on every beat, 
1/16 will echo 4 times a beat, but 4 bars will 
echo only once over 4 bars. The max size is 16 
bars. 12 bars is included for "Blues" styles of 
music.  

 
Activating 
  To activate this echo, and there is MIDI playing, or having been playing (blue light 
flashing). The Echo Free (Mode 8) can be started anytime. A single tap on the Foot Switch 
will "arm" echo to begin on the next bar. This sets a predictable point of the initial "record". 
Once the Sync time has passed, the echo will be heard. 
If MIDI isn't actually playing, but was, this echo will start immediately, but be in tempo. 
  If there has been no MIDI playing since the Echo mode was selected, the echo can still be 
started as above, but the record will start immediately, and the play will happen at the time 
of the second tap on the footswitch, thus setting the "size" of the echo. (Max 184 secs!) 
 
Stopping 
  To stop the Echo (with a nice little fade out) the Foot Switch must be held for over 1/2 
second, but will continue echoing until the pedal is released. This is good for synchronizing 
with a bar. The RGB LED will flash orange as the echo fades. 
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EQ and Level Adjustments for Echo 
  Before using/setting up echo, it's a good idea to check the EQ levels and the Feedback 
level most importantly. If the EQ levels are all flat, the Feedback control set at center, the 
echo will repeat dozens of times. 
  To get a really good idea of what a long echo is going to do, set for a really short echo, 
start it, then carefully adjust the controls. Feedback overload is very important and can 
quickly ruin a good recording! 
  The EQ controls will be very touchy, and increase x 2 with each echo pass. This can be 
great for FX if adjusted carefully. 
 
Echo and Reverser 
  If reverser is used during Echo, it will be cancelled. It is a really cool way to end and echo 
though, that is why it's allowed.  Granulizer, on the other hand, is blocked. Stutter won't 
affect the progression of an Echo, but the results can be ugly if left on too long as the 
Stuttered audio will echo too. 
 
Echo and Pitch Shift Notes 
  A really neat effect is to pitch shift during an echo. Just keep in mind the echo's record 
is also controlled be the same sample rate the pitch shift controls. The notes make a nice 
clean transition, but Pitch Shift will work the same way.  
  There is a limitation to shifting upward: only the first 4 notes shift. Because of the load an 
echo poses on the processors (read + write) they just can't go any faster. One solution is to 
echo at a lower sample rate (by holding in Pitch notes, or bending the pitch wheel) 
*Note This also applies to extreme ranges on LFO. 
 
Echo and the LFO 
  It's almost impossible to not use the LFO with the echo if it will feature a solemn guitar 
piece! Just keep in mind that the LFO affects record as will as playback, so it can have an 
accumulative effect. For finer control, use the triangle wave as it is only half range. For a 
phasing effect, keep the LFO gain below 10 (on triangle), the LFO Freq slow, and the Grain 
Size tight (adjust Speed too!) for a really nice sound. 
    -however…… 
  Using the Echo with the LFO will cause it to fall out of sync, and if in Audio Lev setting, or 
LFO Free, it will fall out fast. Extended echo's are out of the question if sync is desired! 
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  8)  Echo Free 
 
 The Echo Free is similar to the Echo Looper, but can be started any time, whether MIDI is 
playing or not, and, of course, will not be on-sync. The echo time in fact is controlled by: 
Granulizer Size (CC#85) -  This is the course tune, 1 mS to .5 seconds 
Granulizer Speed (CC#86) - This is the fine tune, mostly for 1,2,3 mS setting on course. 
 

 

  Yes I know I know, the sampler isn't supposed 
to be another echo, but I couldn't resist! The 
tighter settings (far left on CC#85) can create 
a flange when used with the LFO, and has a 
really amazing effect when the LFO is set to 
"Audio Lev". 

                      fig.28.A. 
 
Activating 
  The start conditions are the same as Echo Looper when there's no MIDI playing, or MIDI 
playing (fig.28.A), only one tap is required one for record, and echo will happen immediately. 
The stop condition is the same, just hold> .5 seconds. 
* Only 2 conditions are that the "Size" be set before echoing as it is noisy to change once 
started, unless that effect is desired! 
  Also, after a stop (>.5 secs) leave about 1 second for it to fade before starting a new echo. 
 
  9) Foot Hold 
 
  The foot hold is very simple compared to other Modes. It is always recording, so when the 
footswitch is pressed, it'll hold the last recorded space that the granulizer Slice is set to. 
The key to using this well is to: 
1) Know the Slice Size before-hand, and 
2) Wait until a note has been "smoothly sounding" for that slice time. I not, then the 
     attack of the note will happen over and over. (Unless that's desired!) 
 
 After the footswitch is released, the looping hold will fade over 2 seconds. If the 
footswitch is pressed before the fade is finished, the same sound will re-emerge, but at the 
faded level. This is useful to keep the "hold" but at a lower level. Recording recommences at 
the end of the fade out. 
 
  10)  Extras Option 
   
* 7 more Mode spaces have been left open in the Mode Select (CC#80) for future 
additions. Those should be noted below & in the side bar! _____________________à 
**Modes are 1 less in software. 
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 
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 C) FX 
 
  This section covers the Sampler's fun parts! This is what makes a sampler better than a 
D.A.T. ,  fiddly & complex software, or just a tape recorder.  It's all ready to go and most 
will work in all Modes (logically) but see Section III.3. for any limitations (i.e echo&pitch+) 
 
  1)  Pitch Notes 
 
  The Pitch Notes are almost a necessity with any sampler (although some don't have them!) 
and make it easy to quickly move a sample up/down chromatically. Located on the left side 
it's a bit awkward to start (as we're all right handed mostly) but you get the hang of it. 

 
fig.31.A 

  As shown in fig.31.A, the sample playing can be moved +/- 1 Octave. This is really beyond a 
sample sounding good, 25 notes, but 2 octaves felt right. Because the shifts are momentary, 
the sample always returns to center ( like a Pitch Wheel ) which makes the Note C4 almost 
redundant. I say "almost" because to stop a note release from returning the pitch to center, 
the previous can be held and other notes played. C4 may be one of them! 
*Note: Pitch Notes & Pitch Shift won't work when LFO is on as they will conflict. 
 
  2)  Pitch Shifter & Pitch Wheel 
 
  The pitch wheel, on MIDI Channel 7, will overtake the pitch control CC#87. This isn't an 
issue as the pitch wheel always returns to center. On the same "note", the pitch notes will 
take over either the pitch wheel, or the CC control for pitch. PW is not saved to Presets. 
 
  3)  Stutter 
 
  Effects Old school! The stutter control is really simple. You set the Adj.(CC104) to a value 
and this value is "Anded" to the address values (on read side only) to the SDRAM which 
creates a stutter or buzz effect. In the dashboard for the SDS Sampler/Looper the button 
(Note#68, Ab5) is toggled. This can give a choppy effect also at higher settings but beware 
that, in echo mode or while layer recording,  larger address jumps may cause "old" 
recordings to come through as they are read before the record has gotten to them. 
*Note: A full Stop (echo, layer, Mode change) will reset Stutter, even if the toggle is on. 
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  4)  Reverser 
 
  "Reversing" a sample is a great effect, especially if sequenced (as opposed to hand 
controlled) and can create a cool seguay into another section of a song. Simply pressing the 
Reverser Note (Note#61, C#5) will reverse the presently playing sample, or the last played 
sample. Care must be taken though that you don't allow it to pass the beginning of the 
sample because it will continue into an old sample or worse un-recorded squealing. 
  If used during echo, it will cancel echo and break out into a straight play once released. 
This can be desirable and only requires that echo be re-started. 
 
  5)  Granulizer  
 
 Will granulize the present playing sample or the last sample played. Granulizing is disabled 
during either echo mode, for obvious reasons. Echo Free uses the granulizer's controls for 
echo speed course/fine. 
  The "Size" (CC#85) control sets the grain size, anything lower than 64 is very tight, 
whereas anything above 63 starts to sound like a reverb or echo. If < 10, the softmute is 
disabled which may cause crackling and popping to a degree. 
 
  6) LFO 
 
  The LFO controls the sample rate with various envelopes from wave shapes and stepping. 
If the LFO gain control is not "off" (0), then the LFO is active. It can run during most 
Recording Modes, so care must be taken with this setting. Because samples are recorded 
and played from the same start point each time (normally) and the default LFO clock is 
MIDI sync, it may not be noticed! But the quality of the sample may vary, and if played back 
manually (from a keyboard) it'll be influenced as the phase is now off. Anyway…! 
 *Note: Pitch notes wont work when LFO is on. 
 
  The LFO has 8 settings: 
 
Sine: 
  The Sine wave is the classic standard with even analog LFO's. This one has 128 steps, so if 
in MIDI Sync (Freq. Control = 0) this will cycle once within the MIDI Sync Setting. 
Gain (CC#88) > 0 sets the amount the Sine effects the sample rate. 
 
Triangle: 
  The Triangle is a Ramp up, then Ramp down, and only 1/2 as deep as the Sine. This makes 
triangle easy to use for flanging, stereo-depth FX, the control is less sensitive. 
Gain (CC#88) > 0 sets the amount the Triangle effects the sample rate. 
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fig.36.A. 

 
Ramp Up: 
  The Ramp Up uses the Gain (CC#88) setting to set how low the ramp (Pitch) starts at the 
sync point.. After pitch has risen to the normal rate, this normal pitch will persist until the 
sync moment. The amount of time it takes to reach "normal" sample rate or pitch depends 
on how high the gain is. In fig.36.A 1/4 and 1/2 gain is shown. 
 
Ramp Down: 
  The Ramp Down uses the Gain (CC#88) setting to set where the Pitch starts to fall. The 
lower the setting, the deeper the Pitch will fall. This is great for guitar or other notes 
falling at their ends. Fig.36.A shows 1/2 then full Gain settings. 
 
PWM Up: 
  PWM Up adds the Gain (CC#88) setting to center pitch in the active side of the Pulse.  
LFO Param. (CC#89) will set the width of the pulse. 
 
PWM Down: 
  PWM down subtracts the Gain (CC#88) from center pitch during active side of cycle. 
LFO Param. (CC#89) will set the width of the pulse. 
 
Random: 
  Random is an interesting LFO modifier if you want bizarre effects! Especially if used with 
Echo's. Subtle Gain levels can "grumble" or "dirty" up a clean sample. 
This LFO setting is different in that: 
Gain:  Sets lower Random level limit 
Param: Sets Upper Random level limit 
 
Audio Lev: 
This interesting LFO isn't really an LFO envelope, rather an audio level envelope. It is great 
when used with Echo Free (tight) and drums, converting the original sound into something 
totally different!  
 The LFO Param > midpoint sets it to go down, while < midpoint sets it to go up. Keep in mind 
that this (as with all LFO functions) runs during Record. 
 
  The LFO will be mostly used at lower Gain settings, but the Echo Mode will force lower 
settings (especially for sine, triangle, and PWM up) because it's maximum sample rate is only 
about 1/3 more then the center (normal) rate. The LFO will work fine during Echo's, but the 
limit will cause some odd curves if used with these LFO envelopes. 
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  7) Velocity (Notes) 
  When in Note Rec/Play Mode or any Slice Mode, the playback notes will be semi-velocity 
sensitive. I say "semi-" because velocities over 64 (1/2) will be full velocity. Notes from 1-
63 will become 2-126 velocities. The velocity curve is not linear, tending to favour the 
higher side, so playing lower velocities (levels) of samples would need to be intentional. 
  At the same time, when programming the sample notes into a sequencer, the levels can still 
be set (on a coarser scale) to lower levels if need be. The best of both worlds! 
 
 D) Special Functions 
 
  The following functions are designated as special because they are outside of the normal 
dashboard/panel controls.  
 
  1)  Foot Switch 
 
  The Foot Switch is actually Note #66 on Channel 7. An alternate on Channel 7 can be 
found at CC#64 (foot "switch" standard). Multiple On/Off state CC receptions won't 
effect the performance as it only switches once if > 63 or < 64. 
 
  2)  Load/Save Presets 
  
  Aside from 24 settable controls, 8 modes, and EQ, the SDS Sampler/Looper can hold up to 
40 presets. (0-39) These are selectable using CC#81. There is a 250 mS delay on this 
control so it's not trying to load 38 presets as you dial towards preset#39!  
  Loading a preset resets the panel of controls to those in the preset, and cancels any 
present operations in progress. MIDI play DOES NOT load a preset.  
 
  In SIAB, the CC data must follow the preset (if present). If there is no preset in the 
MIDI file, and missing CC's, the last CC settings will be used, (possibly from the last song or 
a start up-preset-0) so it's a good idea to include the Preset CC#81 in the song file. 
 
  In FL Studio, the preset *must* be changed in the song as it is ignored after a play and 
any present CC's are loaded. If the dashboard is present in the song, make sure it is set to 
how it will be used. Presets can be changed but allow for the 250 mS delay before acting on 
it. The Mode CC will of course be altered by the loading of a Preset. 
 
Saving A Preset 
  Dial to the preset number, press PLAY to allow all of the CC's to load, then press the 
SAVE button on dashboard, or Note 120 (C-10) if dashboard is not present. That's it! 
It's always a good idea to use & save the Dashboard for creating new Presets, and will allow 
for re-loading if a modification needs to be made as is often the case. Use a filename like: 
"04-Echo_EQ_Deep" with the preset number in front. 
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  3) Master Reset 
 
  In the case of a glitch or bug repeatedly showing in a song, a Master Reset "Note" has 
been implemented. (Note 121, C#10) This Reset will be the same as a power up except that 
the Pro-Mini Arduino's peripherals will remain the same. 
   This Reset will take about .75 seconds so that must be taken into consideration with the 
controlling sequencer, especially if in a song. The Reset makes no audio modifications that 
can be heard, but all of the EQ and Level settings will be loaded from PRESET#0, as with a 
power up. 
 
  4)  MIDI Sync Takeover-LED Indicator 
 
  The RGB LED indicates various conditions in modes mentioned above, but generally the 
conditions can be categorized as follows: 
BLUE:  Flashing Blue indicates MIDI Sync., or that a MIDI sync existed in this Mode. 
 Dimmer Flashing Blue indicates the MIDI sync is no longer present, but the MIDI 
 Sync Takeover is active. This allows any Sync dependent sequence to continue after 
 a song has stopped, which prevents a nasty cut off. 
 To stop the MIDI Sync Takeover, the mode must be updated (changed) or a  
 new Preset loaded, which is generally what happens when a new song loads. 
 
RED:  Red means Record in every Mode. Keep in mind that as Play is green, an Echo 
 or Layer (record+play) will make the colour yellow. 
 During Peak Slice Recording, the RED will flash as samples are captured. 
 
GREEN: Green always means Playing a sample or stream. 
 
YELLOW: Means Recording + Playing, as would in Echo Mode, or New Layer Recording. 
 
WHITE: This flashes on power up/reset. It may flicker briefly  when mode is changed. 
 
III. Using the Sampler/Looper 
 
  I have tried to make using this module as simple as possible, but still it gets complicated!  
Knowledge of the way the Sampler loads is crucial. These are the main points: 
1) Preset CC#81 Will load during MIDI play, stop, but not immediately after a play. 
2) Preset CC#81 has a 250 mS delay until loads.  
3) A Preset load will override any controls (Mode incl.) and reset any running processes. 
4) Mode CC#80 will reset any running processes in favor of the new Mode. 
5) Upon either of the above, the PIC chip will be completely reset. 
6) Neither of the above will erase the SDRAM, so old sample data may still exist. 
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  A) Sequencer Control 
 
Presets 
  As mentioned in section II.D.2. the Preset is NOT loaded after a MIDI play, so if the 
dashboard isn't being used, the preset must be dialed in after the first beat, or existing 
controls will be used. If not all controls exist in song, old ones will be used. This can be 
dangerous, especially with Echo and EQ controls set in a way that echo will feedback. 
 
Record 
  The record "button" or "switch" or "Note" (Note#66) should be in the bar preceding the 
intended start bar. Exceptions to this are: 
1) Foot Hold - this can be activated at any time 
2) Layer Loop Free - this can start at any time, and stop at any time 
3) Stop Functions (holds > .5 Secs)  
4) Echo Free- Record can start any time, but needs 2 taps on the footswitch. 
 
  B) Manual Control 
 
  Keyboard control is a big part of the sampler although, I'm not sure how much this will be 
used in a performance. For DJ'ing, it's a really useful tool, and lots of fun!  
Apart from the MIDI control surface (matching CC's etc) the minimal control feature is the 
footswitch. This is on Note 66 (F#5) on the keyboard. CC#64 can also be the footswitch. 

 
fig. 41.A. 

  Using a pedal routed to one of the controls may also be desirable. Logically it may run to 
the LFO Gain, the DAC level, or the pitch control CC. This is up to the controller (S.I.A.B.) 
to decide as there is no facility for here. 
 
  As can be seen in fig.41.A the keys are all in range of a moderate sized keyboard (Kawai X-
150D) marked on the right by the grey line. This cuts the full range of 32 samples to 23, 
but that is usually enough to keep track of. 
 
  The sample notes don't return to previous sample if 2 notes are pressed and one released. 
Instead, the last note's sample continues to play. This is great for hold and repeat this 
gives a more continuous sound, and is easy to "beat" to. 
  The pitch shift notes are the same way. This enables bridging from one pitch to another 
without bouncing back to the original pitch (C4) every time a key is released. the hold is 
transferable, which means if using one hand, the playing sample or pitch note held until 
after the next note is held will transfer hold control to new note. 
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  The FX notes C# (reverser), Eb (granulizer), and Ab (stutter) are all on black notes which 
makes it easy to remember. One must be careful (if using slices) not to hit the record note, 
(F#) or the slices will be lost. This should be marked with a "stick-em" or red nail polish. 
 
  C) Limitations 
 
This is a list of issues and known bugs. Most of them are to do with MIDI sync! 
 
-Using "free" LFO with sampler may fail and require system reset. 
 
-If holding Reverse during sample play, passing the first sample may loop around to "un-
charted" RAM or RAM recorded 184 seconds ago. This is normal and should be avoided. 
 
-Stutter can run off sample into something else, so can granulizer , even un-prepared space. 
 No EQ control does NOT mute, so may sound crackly, especially with grains 
 
-Pitch Notes or Shifting in Echo Mode: Only 4 notes up (to E) but all downward are fine. 
 
-LFO can over load echo if too much swing, or over load anything if in free-run. Test & Try. 
 Pitch Notes & Pitch Shift won't work when LFO is on as they will conflict. 
 
-High pitch notes like bells etc only sound good for 10 echo's or layers 
 
-Sample playing, be careful if back to back notes, FL occasionally sends note off's after  
 note on's. If a section of sequenced notes does this, just make notes shorter, or purposely 
 overlap them. 
 
-The Tempo-Averaging Algorithm has been removed, so when used with a PC-based 
 sequencer there may be slight timing discrepancies when playing samples quickly, or with 
 pitch shifts. This won't be an issue in the S.I.A.B. sequencer.  
 
-Varying Tempos should be avoided when using any of the Modes in the sampler, save  
 sample playing, which is OK, and Echo-Free, which is unaffected by tempo. 
 Only use (if possible) the sampler once a "Play" has been established. Most record  
 functions won't work, even with tempo markers (F8's) until after a MIDI Play Command. 
 
-LFO Recording: If LFO is on during a record of any time, be expecting the results to be 
 out of sync during playback, except perhaps Peak slicer. 
 
-TDA "click" when adjusting controls. I know unforgivable! It may be less in SIAB.  
 Raise levels at sampler output and lower levels on input of Mixer/FX and it's less 
 noticeable.  
 
-Layer Loop Free: Be careful on back Layering, tends to mis-time. Use sparingly. 
 
-Excessive Record lengths may cause a "stop" if wraps around RAM. (Echo Free) 
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IV. MIDI Implementation & Schematics 
 
  As the MIDI CC's are listed in SectionII.A. They will not be re-listed here. 
 
Channels Recognized  | Channel 07 Only 
Notes Recognized  | 36 - 60, 61, 63, 66, 68, 72-103, 120(save) ,121(reset) 
Control Changes Recog. | 80 - 99, 102 - 105, 64 (footSwitch) 
Pitch Wheel   | Yes. Channel 07 
Program Change  | No, Ignored 
Song Position   |  No, Ignored 
MIDI Clock   | Yes, for sync. Indicated as Blue Flash 
MAX /MIN Clock  | 999 BPM - 10 BPM: tested, stable 
MIDI Play/Stop/Cont  | Yes, for initializing 
Running Status Recog . | No. Avoid. 
SysEx    | Avoid! No handler. 
 
More Specifications: * 
 
SDRAM Size: 8,388,608 x 16 bits (8 meg x 16 bit) 
Display: RGB LED 
Physical Controls: None 
Audio Chip: TDA 7718 
PIC: PIC18F4220 @ 20MHz (x2 internally=40MHz)** 
SDRAM: H57V1262GTR_Series(Rev.1.0) RAM Board** 
DAC: PCM53JP 16 bit DAC** 
ADC: MAX1165 16 bit ADC** 
Arduino: Pro-Mini (AT328) prog. name : SDSsamplePIC.ino 
 
*Other Specifications: See section I.B.  **Schematics on next Page. 
 
Notes: 
_________________________________________________________
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